Key Issues Discussed:

- Extension of East Campus Green as public open space (north/south) with smaller private green spaces tucked into ECRH wings
- All open space in north 2/3 of site with future housing development in south 1/3
- Pathway E-W, enhanced pedestrian pathway along 15th Avenue, minor pathway from Bean Hall through ECRH wing
- Massing at NE of superblock has proximity to campus and similar densities to Knight Law School
- 6 5-story 30,000 sf footprints to obtain 150,000-gsf ECRH
- Canted ECRH wings for maximum daylight, view out and resident privacy
- Basketball courts connected to new open space and bound by ECRH wings
Preliminary Study 2:

Key Issues Discussed:

- Major paths to/from campus across Agate St at Humpy Lumpy, 15\textsuperscript{th} and 17\textsuperscript{th} Avenue; across 15\textsuperscript{th} Ave at Humpy Lumpy
- Minor paths to/from campus E-W Moss St to Agate St, Bean Hall and 15\textsuperscript{th} Ave N-S between rotated basketball courts and ECRH wings
- Rotated basketball courts separate ECRH from MNCH and still provide public neighborhood connection
- Extension of East Campus Green E-W to creates a quadrangle bordered by ECRH wings
Preliminary Study 3:

Key Issues Discussed:

- Minor paths to/from campus E-W Moss St to Agate St surrounded by open space, N-S from Columbia St and 17th to Bean Hall through open space, path E-W Moss St to open space between wings of ECRH
- Extension of East Campus Green E and N-S with rotated basketball courts at N end bounded by ECRH wings
- ECRH massing separated from MNCH by minor pedestrian path N-S
Preliminary Study 4:

Key Issues Discussed:

- ECRH massing defines street edges
- Basketball courts between ECRH and E-W path is still a public neighborhood connection and a connection to future housing development at SE
Preliminary Study 5:

Key Issues Discussed:

- Minor pathway from Bean Hall through ECRH wing connecting to the extension of the East Campus Green E-W
- Service zone between ECRH and MNCH
- Allocate some open space to future housing development at SE corner with diagonal path connecting from East Campus Green
Preliminary Study 6:

Key Issues Discussed:

- Building mass defines Moss St edge and another building mass towards center of site defines the E side of East Campus Green creating two open spaces- east and west
- Minor pathway from Bean Hall goes (N-S) straight into new open space
- Service zone E of MNCH
- Building mass steps down between wings to widen footprint